
The first transnational Erasmus+ 

project meeting  

17th - 21st October 2016,  

Rozogi Poland 
“Through artistic abilities to developed basic skills” 



Monday, 17. 10. 2016,  

In the morning, meeting with the Head Teacher at the hosting school, and then at the Municipal Office, meeting the Mayor, 

talking about the project and its implementation. 

 



Monday, 17. 10. 2016,  Exchanging information after the meetings with NAs in each country. How we should report our work in the 

project. Talking about the dictionary of useful words in English and all the other languages. 

 



Meeting with the teachers and students engaged in the project at school, visiting the school departments and the primary schools in the 

departments. 



Tuesday, 18. 10. 2016,  

Discussing about Greek workshop. Planning activities for each day. 

Discussing the necessity of deputy coordinator in each school.  



Visiting the town of Olsztyn and the Warmia and Mazuria Kopernikus Museum , whose findings have effected our world and then the 

monastery of Gietrzwałd since religion is an important part of the Polish life and especially for the Rozogi Gimnazjum - the place is very 

important for the school because the students of senior classes come to pray here before the final exams. 

 

 



Wednesday, 19. 10. 2016,  

Attending the Patron’s Day in the hosting 

school. 

 

Visiting the Culture Centre - discussing the 

project events that are going to take place 

there: performances, video - conferences. 

 

 

 



We tried to create a live event via TwinSpace. We learnt how to create it and how to manage it. 

 

 

 



Thursday, 20. 10. 2016,  

We discussed the budget and explored the  Mobility Tool. We created an event and understood how it works. 

 

 

 



Thursday, 20. 10. 2016,  

We discussed the creation of a webpage for the program and Natasa started working on it using Wordpress. She established the main 

page and some subpages. We advised her with themes and subtitles.   

 

 

 



 

We discussed the lack of a slogan for our project and decided to have a contest using Tricider. Maria created the voting poll  and will 

add the 3 suggestions per country till the midth of November. 

 

 

 



 

A trip to the Kurpian Region: visiting the Regional Museum - “The Kurpian Farm, where some of the transnational workshops are going 

to take place in March 2018, Visiting a Kurpian artist and writer (a former teacher) - learning about the history of the traditions and 

reagin, learning how to make a paper flower in the Kurpian style. 

 

 

 



 

 We tried to create paper flowers using colored crepe paper and the Kurpian technique that 

we learnt while visiting a regional local artist Ms Janina Krzyżewska from Lipniki. The lady is 

going to teach our students making paper flowers during the workshops in Poland. 

We cut snowflakes using the Kuprian technique with the help of our coordinator mrs. Anita 

Dąbrowska.  

 

 

 



 Friday 21. 10. 2016, In the project office 

Coordinating the activities by the months. Setting the dates of plays, workshops, TPM, exhibitions, reading nights, evaluations for the 

school year 2016/17 and framework for 2017/18. The dates for next school years will be set in TPM in Greece on September 2017.  

Europass - language passport should be created during our project - in June 2018 for the students and teachers. Teachers and 

students can evaluate their progress in knowledge of the foreign language. Maria corrected the schedule for the activities. Mojca wrote 

down the notes about our activities during the TPM. Natasa helped Maria and Mojca. Anita coordinated our actions.  

 

 

 

 




